[Value of psychophysiological studies in the evaluation of the rehabilitation of patients with sequelae of brain injuries].
A clinical, follow-up and psychophysiological (including investigations of the auditory, visual and motor analyzers) study involved 123 patients with psychic sequelae of brain injuries (51 patients with posttraumatic psychopathy-like syndrome and 72 patients with traumatic epilepsy). Criteria of clinical and sociooccupational compensation of patients have been developed. The results have been processed by analysis of correlations and multifactorial analysis of variances. The authors have developed a score scale for the evaluation of analyzer functions to objectively assess the severity of long-term sequelae of head traumas and of the effectiveness of therapeutic rehabilitative and readaptational impacts. The authors have demonstrated the possibility of using some psychophysiological parameters as additional characteristics of rehabilitative potentials of patients suffering from brain trauma aftereffects.